For summer 2012, SAIS Latin American Studies placed/funded nineteen (19) LASP students -- from the DC and Bologna campuses -- in internships/research fellowships in the region. Each academic year, LASP works very closely to determine the interests of participating students in order to provide opportunities that closely align with their career goals.

One student traveled to **ARGENTINA** this summer:
- Lorena Meco, *Research Fellowship*, “Fiscal Policy in Argentina: The Struggle for Funds between National and Provincial Governments, Mar de Plata

Six students interned in **BRAZIL**:
- Brian Asher, *Dow Jones Newswires*, Rio de Janeiro
- Jean Paule Blardony, *International Finance Corp. (IFC)*, São Paulo
- Joel Covelli, *Control Risks*, São Paulo
- Sigrid Simpson, *Fecomercio*, São Paulo

In **CHILE**, we placed:
- Kari Bergman, *PineBridge Investments*, Santiago
- J. Aaron Compton, *PineBridge Investments*, Santiago
- Sarah Ralston, *Itaú Asset Management*, Santiago

In **COLOMBIA**, three internships were offered:
- Lisa Frumin, *Superintendencia Financiera de Colombia*, Bogotá,
- Bennett Gordon, *Ministerio de Hacienda y Crédito Público (Colombian Ministry of Finance & Public Credit)*, Bogotá
- Michelle Weiner, *Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)-Social Development/Gender*, Bogotá

Four students were placed in **MEXICO**:
- Nathan Barcic, *ManattJones Global Strategies*, Mexico City
- Jacob Berkowitz, *Moody’s de México SA de CV*, Mexico City
- Allan Breed, *Zurich Emerging Markets*, Mexico City
- Shelley Ranii, *Grupo Financiero Banorte*, Mexico City

In **PERU**, two internships were offered:
- Pablo González Alonso, *Fundación Microfinanzas BBVA/Caja Nuestra Gente*, Trujillo
- Shanna Edberg, *Bosques Amazónicos*, Lima